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THE CHAIRMAN: Gentlenen, before we come to the first item on

the agenda I think perhaps I ought now to express my

apologies to the Committee for something that arises from

the fact that the United Kingdom delegation is playing

this complicated international game on its home ground,

and I am sure I have the sympathy of everyone here, or

at least of those who are Civil Servants, when I say that

I have been particularly asked by my Minister to be

present with him at 4 o'clock, and therefore I shall ask

our Vice-Chairman - who I know expressed the hope that

hewould never be called upon to function - to/take over

from me at ten mi nutes to four, and I shall come back

and relieve him from that task which he never wished to

fulfil just as soon as I can.

Now perhaps I might say a word about the amplified

agenda which was arranged by the sub-committee to which

you delegated this task. It has been circulated as the

4th document before this Committee. You will see that the

note at the top in brackets suggests that we should start

at Item 2; that is, the general provisions which night
be applied to all intergovernmental commodity arrangements.

Item 1 refers to special difficulties relating to

primary commodities. Now those your sub-committee felt

had been very substantially covered in the general debate

which took place, and they therefore felt that it was not

necessary for us to spend more time on debating them. Of

course, any delegation which wishes to refer to special

difficulties in the field of primary commodities when

discussing any of the other points is perfectly free to do

so, though we did hope that we should not see developing

a burdensome world surplus of difficulties relating to

primary commodities, and perhaps at the/end of our work on
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the remaining items of the agenda wecan secwhat wo

should. then do with the general subject of special

difficulties. It might be that we should feel ourselves

ready at that stage to entrust to a drafting committee

the task of assembling the in the form cf a draft for

consideration.

So your sub-committee feel that it would be right

that we should start right away with general heading 2

on the agenda and should take each of the points in turn.

I think I ought also to say that it was very definitely

the opinion of your sub-committee that several of these

points had. already been touched on in general terms,

and the principle which we wish to discover and agree

upon could be very quickly agreed. So if we could turn

to point 2(a) I think: that we might start straight away

with that.

MR.GUERRA (Cuba) : Mr. Chairman, will there be any particular

cpportunity to introduce amendments?

THE CHAIRMAN: I cught to have added that when we have gone
and

through this list of points,/any delegation feels there

is a particular point which has not been/discussed or

has not been sufficiently discussed, we shall certainly

offer an opportunity then for tlhose to be suggested and,

I think it would be the view of the Committee, discussed,

and,we hope, disposed of.

MR GUERRA (Cuba: I mean, w have certain points before the

meeting. £No amendeznts that delegations have should be

introduced 24 hours before the discussion is scheduled to

take place; or no-shall Ie proceed?

TGH CHAIR-MA : I aMmnoTt quite clear hwether you are referring

to amendments to a text or amendments to this a-enda?

1MR GREERR (Cuba): To the text. I 7as referr'inotthe

discussion.
3
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THE CHAIRMAN: This agenda does not relate itself to any

particular text though it does happen that in the margin

there are references to the United States text. I should

have thought it would have met the convenience of the

Committee generally if we considered the question of text

when we have dealt with all these points in principle.

MR. GUERRA (Cuba): Pardon me, but I made the statement the

other day that we agreed on the agenda, but that if we

had any point to be included in the discussion it would

be a good thing and would facilitate the work of the

Committee to have a text on which towork. It would be

much easier as a method of work and a help for the

Secretariat. If we worked to a certain text we could

find cut if there were any points of agreement or

disagreement, and we are prepared to move that the

suggested Charter be adopted as a basis for discussion.

THECHAIRMAN: I am in the hands of the Committee on this.

MR. BRC.ADLEY (United Kingdom):would it not be best if at
our discussion today we built up a text, as it were,

which later we shall have before us in complete detail?

What I had in mindwas that on this first item, 2(a),

for instance, we might suggest that that is very well

expressed in the text of Article 46(1) of the American

documents, and I was going to suggest that in due course.

Itmight be, however, that in the case of 2(f) we might

suggest a different text. So that the text would be built

up as a result of our discussion this afternoon. As the

discussion proceeds amendments or changes can be suggested

and ultimately we should have before the Committee a full

text covering all the points, ard then detailed amendments

could be taken, but to try and amend nor a text which we

may not have in front of us might be awaste of time.

4.
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MR. GUERRA (Cuba): I really do not have any objection in

principle, but I think that would be more difficult and

loss orderly. As I understand it, that does not prevent

anyone from entirely substituting any text for that in

the proposed Charter. However, it is only a question of

method of work.

THE CHAIRMAN: Is that agreeable to the United Kingdom?

MR. BROADLEY (United Kingdom): I think so.

MR.WORMSER (France) (Interpretation) Mr. Chairman, if I

have understood the explanation given a moment ago by

the United Kingdom delegate, we shall take step by step

and examine the several sub-paragraphs of the agenda and

we sha.ll also study the corresponding articles of the

proposed Charter. I believe this method has great

advantages. It will, among other things, allow us to

examine in a concrete fashion an idea which is indicated

in an abestract fashion in the agenda. From the point of

view of the French delegation I should like to see it made

clear that ever if the Committee is in agreement with the

substance of the idea expressed in any such paragraph of

the proposed Charter, itwill always be possible for the

different delegations to lattr present amendments touching

the form and wording of these Articles.

THECHAIRMAN: I think the French delegate has put for us

exactly the best way in which to conduct this discussion.

Perhaps we might informally take that as our directive

for the way we proceed with our business nor. Then shall

we turn to point 2(a), on which there is, I think it would

be right for me to say, a text suggested in the United

States Charter, Article 46(1) .

MR. BROADLEY (United Kingdom): That I was going to suggest we

might adopt as covering this particular point, Mr. Chairman.

5.
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THE CHAIRMAN: The suggestion from the United Kingdom is that

we might agree that point 2(a) is adequately covered by the

words ol the United States Charter, which read as follows:

"Such agreements shall be open initially to
participation by any member on terms no less
favourable than those accorded to any other
country party thereto, and thereafter upon
such terms as may be approved by the
Organization"

MR. E. de VRIES (Netherlands): Mr. Chairman, the Netherlands

delegation can quite well agree with the general idea

that is expressed in this Article, but I should like to

ask the United States delegation what they mean by

several things in it. It is said that it shall be open

to any member of the I.T.O.Now it is very important

that small countries can enter into such an agreement,

and it is one of the essentials for success that such

an agreement should cover all the nations which have an

interest in exports and imports, the production and

consumpiton of a special commodity On the one hand, we

must avoid having a rule that small countries cannot

easily enter into such an agreement. On the other hand,

we must keep in mind that these ageements are ??

t= apply to a special commodity, and it would not be a

good thing that allthe United Nations should enter into

all the commodity agreements that exist . So that there

are words used in this draft Charter such as "Substantially
interested""principally interested", "largely interested"

in a commodity. If all countries interested in a commodity

become members that is a very good thing, but countries

who are not interested in a commodity should not be in,

and it is mentioned previously that non-members can join

a study group. It is not said in this Article that non-

members can enter atthebeginning of an agreement, but I

think. it is essential that not only members, but also

6.
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non-members who are interested in a special commodity can

come into the agreement at the moment it starts.

Afurther point is this. It is said that after an

agreement has come into being other nations may enter on

such terms as may be approved by the Organization. The

question is, are such terms general terms - a set of rules

of the game to be given by the Organization? If that is

the case we can agree to that but if such terms mean

special terms, such as the amount of the export quota

given to a country which previously was an outsider, then

I believe it is not a usual thing to leave such specific

terms in tne hands of the Organization. That could be

left in the hands of the Council, but general terms can

be put in the hands of the Organization.

Again, there is this question: can the Organization

force some members to become members of an agreement? The

Netherlands delegation believes it is not desirable that

some member should be forced to enter an agreement, but

that it should be open to a member to come into it if it

wishes.

There is another point: if some country does not want

to participate in an agreement, what are the members who

are entering into the agreement going to do? In the Chapter,

dealingwith tariff Barriers, there is something like the

idea of a low tariff club. : e know from experience that

an agreement can be spoiled by outsiders, who grow up like
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mushrooms, protected by the efforts and measures

of an agreement, but do not take the burdens of that

agreement, and we might suggest the idea of an

obligation on members not to import more from

outsiders than they did in the previous period.

The last question which I should like to put

before the United States delegation is about the

exact meaning of "members" in this Article? As a

general rule "members" have to be members of the

United Nations, but in certain commodity agreements

whaich exist at this moment some independent countries

are members of such agreements, and there may be an

idea something like Article 33 in Chapter III of this

draft Charter, that a special customs territory

can be treated like a member in the sense of the

Charter, and in order to avoid confusion in the rules

of existing agreementsmaybe such a thing could be

kept in mind here. I put it as a question, as to what

has been the meaning of the United States delegation

on this point. Thank you.

8.
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MR.WILLCOK (USA): Mr Chairman, I am not sure that we can give a straight

answer to the question as towhat might be agreed, but in terns of

what we were thinking in the article in this particular paragraph I

believe the first point made by Professor de Vries concerned the

participation by members not interested in the agreement, suggesting

that it might be better, I understand, if such members did not par-

ticipate. Now in the drafting we have thought in terms of tlhe kind of

a.greement in which the voice of a participant is ??easured by some

objective criterion of his interest in the commodity to which the

agreement applies; so that while porhaps someparticularmember was

not interested, where another member thought that he was interested

he could particpate without having a disproportionate influence on

the discussions on the agreement becuse of the fact that his voice

woula boe very small voice in proportion to theparticipation of

that member in internatinal.trade production and consumption of a

commodity. Therefore, for that reason wefelt that it would be best

to leave it open to al members interested and not have to draw any

line as to the degreeof interest. The second question waswhether

we had contemplated that non-members mightparticipate.I think the

answer is that we have. The point is expressed clearly as concerns

consideration of an agreement inparagraph1 of Article 45, the last

sentence: "Tha Organization may invite the participation of non-Member

countries having a similar interest." It may be that ithas inadlvertent-

ly fallen by the wayside in :Article 46, but the sameidea was in mind

there, and the point that is expressed here explicitywas intended to

guarantee the right of non-Members to participate. The third point

I believe was concerning the kind of term that was understood under

this and the question of whether it was desirable to leave the

determination of those terms in the hands of the Organization. I do

not know whether I can give an entirely full answer upon that; but it

Was our thought that the terms would not be arbitrarily decided upon

but would have a relation to the agreement and to the wishes of the

9.
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members who were also participating at the time, that the members thus

far not participating wanted to come in and that the organisation really

represents there the Commodity Commission based upon the existing agree-

ment. Perhaps that would have to be worked out - the exact way in which

the terms could be determined - if that were desirable. The fourth point

concerns the forcing of members to enter the organization. It was our

thought that no member would be forced to enter a commodity agreement.

I believe that there were two other points, but I do not have them quite

clearly in mind, ever frommy notes. I think perhaps they are points

that would merit some discussion. One of them was whether the areement

could provide for importing from countries not participating in the

agreement on the basis of their previous imports. Was that correct?

MR DE VRITS (Netherlands):No; if some producer countries stayed outside

and could not be forced to come in and under the terms of the ogreement

to expand their exports in ar abnormal way, that importing countries

would find themselves obliged to check that by giving a quota to such

a country not to import more than they did in the period before the

agreement existed. In that way you would prevent mushroom growths by

outsiders.

MR.WILCOX (USA): Do you think that in this as a principle it needs to be

specified for a agreement?

MR DEVRIES (Netherlands): I was just asking what was the idea of the

United States delegation on that.

MRWILEOX (USA): I think we need to discuss that a little further.

MRGUERRA (Cuba): We want to get some clarification or interpretation

of this first paragraph of Article 46 to see if it is correct. A.s we

understand it, the distinction as between members and non-members refers

only to the question of granting members the right of taking part in any

agreement on terms not less favourable than those accorded to any other

country. Then we say that that is theonly distinction. It is a question of

giving terms,which is suppose a consequence of being

member of an organization in which the question of the agreement is10.
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contemplated as aport of the whole. The second thing is the question

of approval by the organization for the memiberwho may enter an agreement

thereafter. In this connection we think that considering the character

of theagreement, after all it will be made on the Charter and that will

involve probably the allocation of quotas of production and of export

quotas by their own nationals. This will have to be decided in each

particular agreement, therefore, with the approval of the organization

or the members who are parties to the agreement, because otherwise it

cannot be accepted. Then if thore is any possibility of the organization

granting equal terms or such term if those termas are different from

these other particular things or regulations they will be different

from one country to another, so that the statement wil be open and

such terms will necessarily have to refer to the general conditions.

Here I point out again that the agreements have been contemplated as

a part of the fixing of thewhole set-up of internationl trade, or so

I suppose; and, of course, it may be possible to make some amendment

to make this absolutely clear, tnat the approval by the organization

will have to refer to some general conditions, that members entering

into theagreement may have to accept. all the other oblligations under

the generall Charter which we in this Preparatory Committee are trying

to draft, and things like that. But in any case it will be possible to

construe this paragraph in relation to approval by the organization as

relating to any particularparticipation of any member in any particular

agreement.

MR ADARKAR (India): Mr Chairman, in regard to the suggestion made by the

Netherlands delegate, that imports from non-member countries may be

restricted to actual imports in a previous representative period, the

Indian delegation would like to suggest that the question of inserting

a provisions of this kind may be considered for each agreement separately.

I have in mind, Sir, the concrete instance. of wheat and of other commodities,

which qre at present in short supply. So long as the present world short-

age of wheat continues it is rather hand on importing countries to be
11.
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asked to restrict their purchases from non-member countries to actual

imports in a previous representative period. The only obligation,

which can reasonably be imposed on importing countries is to see that

their purchases from non-member countries conform. to an agreed price

range if such price range forms part of the agreement, and the obli-

gation not to increase imports over the previous representative period

could properly be enforced whon the shortage is over. This is only

an instance to illustrate the point tihat a provision of this kind

could proporly be considered for each agreement separately.

THE CHAIRNAB: I would like to suggest to the Committee that we are in

great danger of trying to deal with the whole of our Agenda on

item 2 (a). I applaud the eagorness of the Committeeto get on with

the business, but I think that we ought to try to confine ourselves,

as far as we can, to item 2 (a), which as I understad it relates to

the question of who is allowed to participate in a commodity agree-

ment, and the suggestion on which wewere basing our discussion,

following the proposals of the Cuban delegateat the beginning of our

meeting, was that any commidity agreement may be joined at the start

of the commodity agreement - and here I paraphrase the United States

draft Charter rather freely - that it can be joined by any member of

the organization on equal terms with any other member, and thereafter

any member can join theagreement on terms approved by the ITO. I

think that it is to this specific proposition that we shouldaddress

ourselves on this particular item of the Agenda. I think perhaps we

might ask the delegate from the Netherlands whether 'he would re-phrase

his question which started this discussion, very shortly and directly,

in relation to these two specific points.

MR DE VRIES (Netherlands): About these two special points, Mr Chairman, one

question is this - and may be it cannot be put into any law, but it must

come into the discussion, and in my country' s view this is important, too -

that any member interested in a speciaI commodity should be entitled to

enter it on equal terms, but that he should keep in mind that these are

12.
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commodity agreements to work in the economic fieid and not bece:ox

political bodies, so that members not interested sould refrain from

entering that commodityagreement even if they had a right to enter it;

and the second thing about it is that if it gives the specific terms of

entering is it necessary to leave approval in the hands of the organ-

ization? Could not it be leftin the hands of the Commission? The third

point is this: Is there any reason to interpret the term" member" here

as it has been. done in Article 33 of the draft Charter?

THECHAIRMAN: I do not knowwhether the United Statesdelegate would like

tohave another shot at answering those sr. s-_specific questions?

MR WILCOX (USA): The first questionrelated to the exercise of restraint

by members; and I take it that it is not suggested that that right

should be removed. The next questions was whether the term "member"

might be taken to mean"member" in the sense of Article 33, which would

extendil to cover acustoms tarritory. That was amatter that had not

entered into our calculations, I see no difficultywith such an in-

terpretation. of the torm. A-s o- thed&istinction nf ermes of d:rernce,

such temrsmight eb established yb the Cmmisosion arther than by the

Ogrniazatoin, and it woldu bemy ndeusrandingttaht the etmrs would be

enralbteoms appicaale to alk'ew;adherents and noc spocifi;aily

different terms for different candidates for adherence.

THECHAIRMAN: Perhaps we couldtake that last answer first, andsay

whether that is agreeable to the Committee - whether the terms for newadherents to a commodityagreementareto be decided by the Commodity
Council or Commission, or at any rate that they should be the same for

all new adherents. Would. we agree to that? I take it we would. I am

still not quite surewhether the Netherlands are satisfied on the third

question, which is: How do we interport the term "member" in this par-

ticular sub-paragraph?

MR DE VRIES (Netherlands): I apologize for taking up so much of the time of

this Committee. In my opinion the answer of the United States delegate

answers my question fully; but would not it be more suitable thatthis

matter shouldcome before the Committee at a later tme, and perhaps a
13.
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small sub-committee made up of the delegations of some countries could.

cxamine the position and decide whether this draft Charter covers the

subject or whether there should be some alterations, and leave that to

the form suggested by the French delegation.
THE CHAIRMAN: I think it would be a perfectly businesslike procedure for

the Committee as a whole to leave it at that, unless there are ony more

observations.

MR GUERRA (Cuba): May I ask one question? I amabsolutely satisfied with

the clarification made by Mr Wilccox, but Iwe.nt to knw whether the

qeustinb of puttign this interpretation into written frmn would be

ialt-ith nowvor whether-e should reaer that to a smal. drax-ing

committee afterwords whenwe have decided the final points.
THE CHAIRMAN: If I might make a suggestion to the Committee, I think it

is clear that a small drafting committee is more likely to intreduce

clarity into a draft than a large Committee, andwe can certainly

contemplate that maybe at the end of the mainparagraph2 we would

apoint a. Committee to draft something on the basis of the discussion

we have had on those points (a) to (i). But, obviously, the report

of thatdraftingcommittee would come backbefore tnemain Committee,

so that the last chance of speaking on these points would not bec gone.

MRR.L.HALL (UK): That is generally agreeable to us; but on the specific

point, whether the interpretation of "member" in Chapter VI shall be

the same as the interpretation in Article 33, there are some difficulties

for the United Kingdom, andwewouldliketo have an opportunity of

discussing those when the Drafting Committee gets to work. We do not

feel that we could accept at once the view that that should apply equally

to Chapter VI.

THE CHAIRMAN:I think perhaps it would be useful, before we part with

this, if we at least had an indication, broadly, of the anxiety that the

United Kingdom has about this. I do not necessarily suggest we should

finish the discussion of it now, but I think we would like to hear shortly

the point that the United Kingdom has in mind.

14.
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MR HALL (UK): There.are territories urder the jurisdiction of the

United Kingdom at present, a very large number of small units, many

of which have their own customs arrangements, and they might, in the

case of a specific commodity, cach produce some small portion of the

commodity in question. That would result in a very cumbersome set-up,

if each of those was to have separate representation, irrespective of

its relation to the total.

MR McCARTHY (Australia): I think we aretrying to put quite a big problem

into this one paragraph. It seems to me that No.1 was intended to relate

to adequate M.FN. principles as far as nowcomers were concerned, and

then it said, having done that at the beginning, later on the organ-

ization will decide what will be the conditions of entry. I think, as

we go through it later on, we will automatically cover some of the

points that will be raised: there will be such questions as some

selectivity in deciding the people who will be in the new commodity

agreements, and I think the question will automatically come up under

this heading whether people who are not members at all shallcome under

a commodity agreement. I presume that "member" means a member of the

ITO: or it night be decided that the agreement would not be applied if

a certain country decided that the ITO were not members of it; and

for that reason, for a particular commodity agreement, you might have

a non-menber. That I think will arise before this is finished. But

we are trying, as the Chairman I think suggested, to compress the wole

lot into this rather narrow single item.

(At this point the Chairman (Mr Holmore) vacated the

Chair, which was taken by the Vice-Chairman (Mr Melander)

THE VICE CHAIRMAN: Well, gentlemen. I certainly agree vvith the suggestion

of theAustralian delegate on tlis point. I think that the basis is first

to decide - and I think that seems to me the general opinion - that at

the outset all the members of the International Trade Organization shall

have the right to join. There may be certain questions of detail as to

what territories should be considered as members, but that I suggest
15.
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is a question of detail, and we might leave that aside for the time-

being.

MR McCARTHY (Australia): In view of the iterpretation that has been

placed upon it I would like to make a reservation for a while that

the argeement might not be initially open to everybody. I think that

there is a danger in people being members of a now commodity agreement,

whose interest in it is so limited that theymight tend to hamper it

in its work. I think thatthat is erhaps a point Iwasgoing to raise

lower down here;but for the moment Ido not think that it should be

taken for granted that every menber of the organization could if he

wishedbe in an individual commodity agreement.I think this is largely

covered perhapsin some of these other clauses where yorefer to

people who have a substantial interest and import and that sort of

thing. If you had people whowere not substantially interested in

theconsumption of it, it might be that they shouldnot be members of

it. I do not thinkAustralia would wish tobe a member of aninter-

natonalagreement on coffee: it grosp'o-ractically none, tCdsetnvo

cnsume rv rymuch, n ad for it tvoo .e on coffeegain asterhaps aazil.Bl

or thne Uited States wdoul not be reabne.lan Th t is pthe oipt I

mone, and if it is included ien No.1Iwitm ould like it to stand for

the time g.bein Asfhor terest of it, I thinttik arg s lely a mratte

for a drafting ictom.mtee
VE

EeT/CHAMANIRW: dou any member like toakemany other comments oupn this

prticularprDplem as torti t ½.paciptaion iheityco0=ammod agreement?

LD(BMMLE(So h frica) : mMr Cmouan, cclodWilcoilwhehcoxsk `oewther,

nr -wotlhe fct thaaet that snemakmAcle 1p najalesi otiopn1fal ebers

ntorniofArticle4tey b cl 2e5 (2) which says agteehat membe re noet to

enter into agreafemenths except ter te formulation annumd adoption by bers

e "oa-rpgre=a economice adjustrmndtt blieverutdo a deeqate`nd s on.

Ne,oi a major producing county does not join, thewn thepla holew rwaold

apparently hfall t rough,becausoupe it ld note in thterms of Article 45

be made effectndwiulve, aodnotdefttaharyt eagve arlare ptof the

16.
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object or the intentions of this arrangement - if anymajor country
can stand out and at the same time have a sufficient number of markets

to sell to, something in the nature of a black market system, which

would undermine any agreement.

THE CHAIRMAN: Does the United States delegate wish to comment upon that?

MRWILCOX (USA): That is not envisaged in the plan as outlined, that

there would. be any compulsion on any country to enter anyagreement,

either as a producer interest or as a consumer interest. It is

assumed that participation would be entirely voluntary.

MRMcCARTHY (Australia): I would agree with thatview stated by MrWilcom.

I think the fact might have to befaced also that if one or two major

countries in aporticular commodity agreement decided to standoutan

agreement could not be reached, but we would hope that there would besufficientpeople, both importors and exporters inan individual
commodity, tomake it workable, and even if. black marketing did take

place it would be on sucha small scale as not toimpairthe

effectiveness of the agreement.

17.
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THE VICE-CHAIRMAN: Well, in any case, this answers the question

which the delegate for South Africa asked. Does any delegate
wish to ask any other question about that?

PROFESSOR E. de VRIES (Netherlands): Mr Chairman, I only wish to

stress one point: the question whether article 33 could be

applied to chapter 6 is not a question of detail, but a very

important question. Let me put it very bluntly in this way:

if there were a coffee agreement and the Netherlands and her

overseas territories were taken as one unit, we could establish

the strongest imperial preference you can imagine; because the

Netherlands territories are about self-supporting: they could

build up their coffee cultivation within the terms of an agree-

ment and establish imperial preference in that way. This is not

a question of detail; this is an important question.

THEVICE-CHAIRMAN: It may be an important question, but in a way

itis a side track from the main principle whether the Organisa-
tion ought to be open for all the members of the trade from the

start.I think the particular problem which you have raised is

rather complicated and I suggest it should be considered by a sub-

committee at a later stage. I think perhapswe ought to proceed

with the general discussion on the different items; then perhaps

we will see if other problems of the same category arise, so that

they could be includde in the work of a subcommittee. Does that

meetwithyour approval? Does any other member want to cmment

on that? (After a pause:-) Then I suggest we start the dis-
ussion under heading 2 (b), representation of producing and

consuming countries. Are there any proposals as to what should

be the basis of that.

Mr BRCADLEY (UK): Mr Chairman does not the American text cover

that? I think that would bea very good basisto work onwith
the draftingcommittee when it comestoput it together.

THE VICE-CHAIRMAN: Are there any other comments on that point?

The United Kingdomdelegate has suggested thatthe United States
16.
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proposal ought to be sufficient basis for discussion of that

subject.

SENOR JOSE ANTONIO GUERRA(Cuba): We support it.

Mr McCARTHY (Australia): I would just like to suggest that we

might make it clear that the representation of importing and

consuming countries is in addition to the representation of

exporting countries. It seems to be quite clear what it means, but

would say the words should be "such agreements shall include

adequate representation", or "shall in addition to exporters'

representation provide for"-. I think it is just a matter for

the secretariat to note for drafting later.

THE VICE-CHAIRMAN: Yes, wewilltake note of that in the drafting.

Are there any other remarkson thissubject -- 2 (b)?

PROFESSOR DE VRIES (Netherlands) : In this article the term

"substantially interested" is used. It ought to be a task for

the drafting committee to put on and tomake clear the signifi-of "principally" , "substantially" and "largelyinterested".-ily", tant ally" adel- Int rested

Such expressions can be used alternatively. Has it been done

onpurpose or bychance? It may bewe need not occupy a long

time discussing that here, but it ought tobe considered before

we cometofinal draft. Another point is that the words

"importation or consumption" are used. Well, it is quite clear

that importation and consumption are quite distinct things.If

they are put here in a generaIway,Ican agree to it, but we

ought to make it clear whether such agreements have relation to

exports and imports, or to production and consumption. Most

agreements that exist now do not mention home production as home

consumption. They mostly relate to export andimport; but Ican

imagine that theremay be some agreements in which production

consumption is very important. These terms are not easily
defined. In regard to consumption, let me take this instance:

the United States are rubber consumers from which they manufacture

tyres. If they are exporting suh tyres, who is theconsumer:
19.
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is i the uItimate consumer of the tyres, or is it the consumer
of therubber? Such things can be important,but I can see
that we need not discuss that question in such a large conference

as we are here.
THE VICE-CHAIRMAN: Well, if I may say so, I think the points you

raise, were covered to a certain extent, at least, by the delegate

for Australia, when he suggested that it is not only a question

of considering the producing and consuming countries but also of

consideringexport and import; is not that correct?Mr. McCAHTHY( Austrliaa: "ell, , . ihintky.ou really ege-gotthe
three cteagories:oyu have the epxorters adn mpiorters, adn then

peoplewho may be versymall ismporters and exportersmasy have a

very large conmsmpuiton.Y ou might cnsodier ti davisable to

incldue such a country becaus e ofth e ocntrbuition theymi ght

aketo-ny regelati n thatmightmelail down. Youmightm-ave
a case of a country which was not an imporrant exporter or

importer but was nevertheless a veryimportant consumer. It

would be very largely a matter of considering each case, I think,
on itsmerits, andI suggest that some of the problems that

undeubtedly arise in one's mind in examining general provisions
willlargelyresolve themselves when you get downto the consid-
eration ofindividualcommoditiy agreements. There you will find
that the people who are really interested will be dealt with
perhaps on their merits. America is quoted. Well, of course,
America is abig consumer of many things.She can be a very

important consumer of a commoditywithoutbeingbig importer ort..t' or

expoolortgher.akeW mit be tn as an exampmple. Her iort of wool

is srle relativ- o her totba coonsbuumptdin 'tdsehe woulab ery

intaat wtol a -eomento grer.7aufseeroL hr eraorrildi-nabybg
trrWhenhl loissu dner condsrai-feon ponistsppreci.u re

thmpe iortance of a country likme AericaI. quote Amcaanderi
wool only as ana exmple. Hemr iportance in redgar to wool would

be such that wit ould bige rht ito nclude .her u Ymio ght have

20.
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another country which for some reason has no interest in either

of the three categories and the question would arise, whether

that country ought to be in or not. The difficulties that could

bevisualised if such a country were in it might not arise at all

if that country were not participation. The expressions
"substantially", "largely", "primarily",and so on, are examples
of a lot of the difficulties that one finds in reading general

provisions. Youcannolig _et anhing.- verd;eif ite on that

point, but you wouldifnd those aspects bemcogine vriy mportant

ewneougtt to the conssderaiop- fy-urid idvlal agree-ner,

THEVIOEC-HACRMANI: Wwell,Gentlmeen, I tinkh on the basis of the

Ameircan proposal and in teh lghti fr what has beenexpresedsed

hrI-ownitww.c.ld 1bp nosleil or the drafting comrr.tee to

make suggestionsg,:ostimns.

R; ,FrR C.)'Snte pr tation)::erej(itrr~5r efor e ofd-scus o,a

thibsg parmrapIh eins -ayitaseemat ume5sG s to *- that the

exphance ohicolinion wJch khasp Just htaen lwace as shon clearly

denouLt'hed i-esifi 5nterestsr of counties represented here,

anmr it msee. to 7 tJat thieuain ea oftr wthe tedxsw . ar

cussinr tends rathelarger hto ez:telrepresenita.ion I inter-

cvernmentaldicoammeom.ytsnrao.nlthn to restrain repDesen-

tat n, Tterefore I belwive VtehthcAustrali- elegate that

in degcwidain hethper a articular country shall be represented

we have to consider specifmmidicecootis and proceed by

successive selectiNon. evertheless. I should not like to see

this discussion end whehoutrme it entgionin that from the point

of oview f my country there are certaimn comodities of whiarech we

neither large scale exportersm or iportoers, ut wihich n our

national economy have vgery rmeat iportance gasdrears the lives

of gremat nubers of our population. Therefore when the sub-

committee to which we shall later delegate the dutpy of regparin,

this aafmt exa.nes paragraph 46 Ikdhtyhwill 1 'the have to take

into account the representation of couwntries which, hile not

21.
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importing or exporting a great deal, may be large-scale consumers

of national production.

Senor GUERRA: With regard to the question raised by the delegate
of Australia, I wish to call attention to the fact that I am

representing here what is primarily an exporting country. I

support the suggestion of the British delegate that not only

imports will have to be considered; because even though it may

be considered that theseagreementstendto regulate production

and consumption only in so far as they affect international

trade, we take the view - and in this we concur with the

Australian and French delegates - that a country may not be a

great importer but yetmayhavea great consumption; and a dis-

order in prices and supplyin theinternationalmarket may

affect the domestic pricesand have other injurious effects.

The is in our view a sufficientreason for giving proper and

adequate representation tocountries, even if they are not greatimporters, whohave areal subtantialinterest inthe consump-tion oftheCommoditywhich isreferredto in the agreement.THE VICE-CHAIRMAN: welI,Gentlemen, I think we havediscussed that
particular problem sufficientIy now and it will be possible for

the subcommittee to try to obtain a reasonableagreement on

that particular point. I suggest, therefore, that we continue
by discussingvetingarrangements.Un. -inu :_.

SCuEN):OR Ga-Z- ( tr on, on an opportune occahsi on, t Cu'ban

delegation wille aspecificamenintrotoducdiment artcle 46. I

now waknt tbo mae a rimef stapteent gexlaimnin tghe eanin of our

a:nlnt df thi. reforsio.FrI' Itoseral years we have been

a party to the internationalg suar agreement, and thatareement

may be taken as an mexaple of adequate representation ioImporgtin
na poe-rnQi ocnQuris.-e p e have pero-oed witinhrgath,g-eementr-:

on very good terms. Throughotheut nine years thtat hat agmreeent
has been in operation we have not had any real difference or
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frictIon. I refer to that because, while that shows that

we find it fair and right for the consuming countries to be

adequately represented in any agreement, we do not think it would

be proper for the Charter to state as a general and inflexible
principle that there should be equal representation. As the

delegate of Australia said regarding the point previously dis-

cussed, the question will have to be decided in each particular

agreement and according to the interests that the different

countries have. If we accept this principle as fair that the

countries should be represented within any agreement according

to the interest they have in the trade of a particular commodity.
I think the same principle should apply with regard to the

general representation as between the consuming, importing and

exporting countries. There may be a case in which a particular

commodity is really vital or very important for the whole economy

of several countries, and yet from the point of view of consump-
tion, the character of that commoditym mtvay be such as nmako :-1:e

. re~l;yiempry - tuat or substantfiaml Prn hiiepoo-nt.fv-iw, f

t- consu:mer. c,rv, -ce versa, themare . b- case rn -hich

ta cmiognssu--zde on this questwiion w.lg emi.t ore than the

zouuing or expioirt esEid or inst,ance.twhe -rld triade J a

odco cmtyiy b-wideldiy ;,bri-,ed id-n-.ferenitcountri-e, and

mtyu not be very mi5ortant frmo-th.e point of vwie of the

ecomnoies of those countries; and yet the conmptsuion of that

cmodmoitmy aye b concentrated in some coutries and my have an

important beiagrnn o the production anindd ustrial activities of

certain basic industriesiIn one of those countries. In such a

case imt ay be posbsile to accept the view that the consumgin

interest should wgeimh ore than the expoirgtn interest. We have

fcndi13 very usefulwvth r-gard to the possibilities of reachign^
areerment on all these cmon.icated matters ofi 1ternational trade

to ifnd that the Charter has consistently avioded establishing
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standards as regards participation or obllgations. I feel

that If we accept - and it seems that in the previous discussion

it was widely accepted - the priciple that the interests of

each country within any particular agreement should be properly

weighted, then the same principle should apply to the represen-

tation of consuming and exporting countries. If we establish the

principle that the agreement shall provide for adequate represen-

tation of exportirng and importing and consuming countries, we feel

that will safeguard the interests of consuming countries and in

every specific agreement they will have every possibility of

setting a proper balance. We really do not think it would be

wise to include a general condition that the representation must
be in every case equal.d

HET IVCE-CHARM,NA: Thankyuou. ASre there any ohter cmme,nts or this

paritcular pinot?

H BROADLEY (U.K)' Well.MrCChairman, as far tte Un.ted Kigdom.

is concerned, naturally we shall be very happy to study any

amendment or recommendationwhi ch h.e Cuban delegai on uf- w'rdt: '.

I muayshswt ,oever, that ign reard to the balance between import-

indg an expogrtin countries, we do attacrh gveay imret ..*portance

tct'he principle of equalitisTthy. is particular dparagrah Loes not

in ltself referp to consumtiion;al iwit s mdeing th iports and

emxports. Iports and expoorts must, f course, be dequal; an

therefpore the reresentamtioningof irport countries angd exportin

countries in relhatioon to te vlume of trade mathematically must

also be equali.io The postmn gof consuin hcountries as been

referred to in our previous dischussion. Te position ogf consumin

wciountries hch are substantiallyie selfi-sufcient s not dealt with

at all in this paragrahph, and tat is quite a separate question;
't in so farasg imtortir countrwiese asd a ,ol-aniexporting

counathries as wole are concerneghbnd, alth wek would lie to

examine any suggestionaput forwrd, we do feel that thne questio

of iequality n voting in regard to tmhe very r-por.antlmatters of
2.L
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regulation of prices, trade stocks &c., is a very important

principle to which we do attach very great importance, and I should

Just like to make that clear at this stage of our discussion,

without in any way prejudicirng what we may think about the

particular amendment.

THE VICE-CHAIRMAN: Are there any other comments on this point?

SENOR GUERRA U (Cuba): I just want toak-cre clear-Iuat I have said.
I understand perfectly that imporats nd exports will necessarily

balanice n everay cse. Our principle is thatigweht should be

-ven according;to the importancef o_that consumption,nm -oatrtCon
or pexortationf or the economyfc any particular coun.tr,

1 iAARHYTK-ustraliJ-a Mi.rhairm:.: as a representatives of an

exporting country, I think I should have to say that we believe

in the principle of equal representation. ln practice, we shall,

of course, encounter little difficulties: but I do not thirkd.

it can be claiemd thta an exporting body shoudl be in a

poistoin to outvote an mioprintgb doy. There iwll be little

points of difficulty; ofr eampxl,e at tmies htere willb e some

difficulty in decidigwnhether a country is ane xporter or an

importer. In the case of wheat, ti is quite possbile for Russai

to imoprt wheatth roguhV ladivsost ck adn export it through the

Black Sea; but that wIll have to be dealtw ith on its merit.s

I do not know;wh ether it is necessray to mention it in rgaerd
' voting, but I thi-klI sho-:d "ave to support th. view that,.

to puti ti n a purely practical way, exporterss hould not be

able to outvote importers on vital matters, particularly on

prices, Not only do I think it is a reasonable viwe formiporters

to take,b ut I believe it is necessary for the sound continuance

of these agreements, and it is important teat they shuldo continue.

It is important for the successful carrying on of these agreements

that importers should be saistfide. M oreove,r wsie shall desire

to get greater co-operation from importers than we have had in the

past, such as in ensuring thatt he decisions ofhte contorllign

Jdy are carried out. It shoulk be possible to reduce the tran-
25.
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sactions of an exporter outside the council to the degree that

it is necessary to reduce themby the help of theimporters.

Whether it is necessary to mention it actuallyinvoting orwhether to affirmtheprinciplethatthereshouldbe equal repres-entation,whichispractically the same thing,Iamnot clearat
the moment.I just want to say, as the representative of aclountry whichwillbe a. participant in certainin agreements, I
hope,anyhow as an exporter, that that isthe that we have

come to after consideration.M.WOR1SER (France) (interpertation):Mr Chairman,withregard
to the beginning of paragraph 2, I haveexpressed our Opinion

that it is important that the interests of consuming countriesshould be represented.With regard toparagraph 3,theFrenchdelegationbelieveitwouldbe givvn theuseful that countriees interestedin suchproblemsshould be giventhe might ofvote eaqully.Ithinkwehavetoexaminesuchpossibilities asmsyexistoffindingasystemofvotingfor countrieswhicharelargelyconsumersofprimarycommodities withoutplayingaveryimportantrolesininternationalcommercialrelations.PROFESSOR DEVRIES(Netherlands):MrChairman,I suppose we canexpress this pointatalaterstage; it isa very importantmatter.TheNetherlands,beinganimportingcountry and havingedexportingterritoriesoverseas,areinterest inthisquestion onbothsides.Youmaysay thattheoutcomeofthediscussionisthatconsumersshouldhavetheirinterestswellprotected;but
producers also should have their interests safeguard, andIagreewith the representativeof Cuba that youcannotsay thata representationasbetweentwoStatesof 50-50isalways better
than 52-48 or even 60-40. You cannot saythatin general. It

may bedifferentfor differentcommodities.regard tosugarit is 45-55 and thathasworkedverywellwithout any complaint
from the sideoftheconsumers,or, on the otherhand,any complaint
from the side of the exporters.
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The question of voting arrangements as a whole covers

more than "equal voice", mentioned in Article 46, point 3.

In our existing cmmodity agreements there are a lot of

voting arrangements. There are some agreements which

require unanimous decision on all points. In others,

like a wheat agreement among five big countries, a two-

thirds majority isrequired; and there are a lot of

other matters concerned when we talk about voting

arrangements.Now, is it intended that we discuss this

in general terms or is it your idea that we should

discuss those things at another stage?

THE VICE-CHIARMAN: Well,gentlemen, I think it is rather

difficult for me toexpress any definite opinionon that.

Ifit does riase questionsofprinciple, then perhaps it

wouldbe advantageousto hear a statement from those

delegations mainy interested in that subject. Would

the delegateo f the Netherlands careto make any

particularstatement onthispoint?PROFESSORdeVRIES (Netherlands): I shouldrather like to
wait until we have the discussion on the amendment of

Cuba

MRGUERRA(Cuba):Weare of the opinion that at this stage
the discussion should bereferredonlyto paragraph 3of

Article 46, which would meanthe general balance as between

the interests of importing andexporting countries, because
thequestion of voting arrangementsin genral i s connected,

from our point of view, with other questions of organisational

relationshipsbetween the Organisation theI.T.O.,the

CommodityCommissionsand the Commodity Councils that will be

set up for each particularagreement. Thereforewe think

that in order to getthe matter c elar as much as possible

we shoulud confine or discussion to this general balancne of

interests and not to the general voting arrangements.
27



THE CHAIRMAN:Does it assist theCommitteeanywayto

take up this suggestion fromthedelegate the of Cube now?

MR BRCADLEY (U.K.): I think if it raises an issue of principle

and if the Netherlands a delegate has suggestions which ought

to be considered byDrafting Committee, it would be

useful for us to hear abrief statement of them at this

stage.

PROF. deVRIES(Netherlands): Mr iChairman, as I said aflow

minutes ago,before you took the Chair, the NetherlandsDlegation stands for adequate representation of
consumers and producers alike They stand for the interests

of both groups but theywould not like to be tied by thewordintheArticle,̀̀equal voice".Theremaybeothertermsmuchmoresuitable. The principleis that both
sid es are adequatelyrepresented andab le to vote

adequately, but wedo not feel happy about the mathematical

ideaof 50:50. We think that 52:43 may be quite as good
as50:50; and,as I said before,we should liketodiscussit whenwe have before us the amendmentwhich theCuban
delegationhas been so kind as to prepare.

MR GURRA (Cuba): Iam sorry, but I did notwhat the

orderof introduction of amendmentswouldbe, and the.

translation .had to be made. We will have them readyfor

tomorrow

THE CHAIRMAN: Woulditbe the wish of the Committee that we

postpone this point and, return to itlater -in full Committee

or in Sub-Committee possibly?MR.BRCADLEY(U.K.): WHy notlet the two delegates givetheir
suggestions to the SubDrafting Committee, their will thenappearon paperpossibly evenalternatives, andwe could
then discuss them, more usefully when mit all comes back to us

as a completedocument

E/PC/T/C.IV/PV/4.



E/PC/T/C.IV/PV/4THECHAIRMAN:All right; let usdeal withitin that way.
Are there any other remarks on point (c) at this stage?Itnot,we willpassontopoint(d),whichIthinkreferstoArticle46(4)intheUnitedStatesDraft Charter.MRMcCARTHY(Australia) MrChairman, whilst Iagreewith that,

I rather wonder whether we shoulednot goa littlefurther

and whether we should not suggest that expansionofconsumptionneed not necessarilyariseoutoftheideaofavoiding pro-duction restriction.Itmightbe be that itwould be advantag-eoustoendeavourtoexpandconsumptiontwith dao .ithe "ie-f
onbu..~timulatingurtherxrng -rodcs.vi.ouf-

rondraththat req i.riek- ethi nthetweaaoteaazirescoicerntdrithwtheinecessitti c_restricting-oSy'holatatatei¢^ tb_atwedocontemplacedsonmulatiuthetnmiproductionwhece it ear -eo o.g.tauouteconomcch-lyl
eezir m ght :ie.ve thepu-por -nf eopx.dinganco s:mptionoantries~~here~onsump c~nccan bessimtlate.htichadv tag

to tath co utnry. I w onedr hetwehwr esholudotn try toStrkei hattnotase wel.l I mighttebthatmyponitwuldo
e4metb -n ampli:ic tion of pa.agra h 4 o an extra
paragraph.THE CHAIRMAN: An event simpleramendmentoccurredtomewhile

you were speaking, which was simply to leave out the words

"In ordertominimise the need for production restriction".
MR McCARTHY (Australia): Yes; I was not looking at it froma

drafting point ofview at all whenI mentioned that; but if

we started at the word "such" that would cover my point, I

agree.

MR GUERRA (Cuba): The Cuban delegation is entirely in

agreement with thespiritofthisparagraph, becausewe feel

that thepermanent solution,if there is to one, for these

primary commoditieswill have tobe found in the expansion of

production and of consumption and notin restrictions.
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have in mind one thing related to the discussion we had

yesterday in the Sub-Committee set up for the presentation

of this agenda, and that is the relations of the F....O.

and the I.T.C. and these Commodity Councils. Perhaps it

might be helpful to suggest that,instead of giving to the

agreements themselves the obligation or authorisation for

expanding world consumption, it wouldbe more proper to

say that the agreements shall provide, where practicable,

for measures designed to allow for the expansion of world

consumption. I think the functions of F.A.C. and these

Commodity Councils will be reconciled if the F.A.C. has

the primary function of expansion of consumption, which was

a function accorded to it at the Hot Springs Cofnrerence.

That would be a good ground to begin with, I think; and

therefore I would say that the agreement should provide

for measures that willallow for the expansion of world

consumption, rather than that the agreements themselves

should haveobligations in them for the executionor the

implementation of anypolicydesignedtoexpand world

consumption.

PROF. de VRIES(Netherlands):Mr Chairman, I am much in

agreement withthe delegate of Australia, who said today

that, when we are thinking of giving to consumers more

influence in the whole scheme, we should bear in mind that

consumers should also have the responsibility of expanding

consumption in a more efficient way than was the case

previously. We can in this matter learn from the lessons

of the past. In many agreements there are provisions for

expansion of consumption. on the producers' side that

ought to be done by researchand propaganda;and in most

cases a lot of money and a lot of effort is spent on these

two points, because they are most important. But consumers

have a responsibility, too and Iagreewith thedelegate of

Cuba that in dealing withthe questionof expansion of
30
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consumption a large part of it lies in the broad field of

economic activity, and it is not the place to discuss it

here; but some of the barriers to expanding consumption

are tariff barriers or quota or protective systems by

consumers who may not be the most effective; and when this
Article is put in here I take it it is meant to s tress the

point that consumer countries take the responsibility of

expanding consumption by trade measures, by reducing

tariff barriers or redu?ing fiscal burdens when taking up

their rights of representation and voting. There is,

however, one small point which I should stress here, and

that is or the subject of competing products. When I

think of a Commodity Committee or a World Food Board

making regulations for a lot of products together

I have in minda body wvhich has the task of expanding

the consumption of coffee, tea and cocoa at the same

time, and which would have to induce the English to drink

coffee and the French to drink tea: That is why I would

stress again at this point that the Commodity Councils

should have a fair opportunity to make propaganda for

themselves and not be tied together in one bundle so that

they cannot work at all.

THE CHAIRMAN: Do I gather that the Committee is ready to

leave this problems, including the ticklish problem of

national tastes, to the Drafting Committee?

Then we might go on to point (e), which is dealt with in

Article 46(5) of the American Draft Charter.

MR GUERRA (Cuba): On this point we entirely agree with the idea

and principle set out in the American proposed Charter as it

is. We would only call attention to the fact that the

present draft may be construed in a form that will disregard

or put some difficulty in the way of certain countries which

have suffered from the dislocation produced by the war;
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and I am referring now particularly to sugar-producing

countries in the Far East which have, as a consequence

of the war, dropped very considerably in their figures

of production and export cf certain of these commodities.

They may be in a very difficult position if we do not make

any reservation for taking into consideration the historical

participation of different countries in the export trade,

because those countries will start now, after the war, from

a different position from that which they enjoyed before.

Thereforewe think it might be a constructive thing to

make in this paragraph some reference to the historical

position of supplying countries, so that that may be

taken into account. For this purpose the Cuban delegation

will introduce a suitable amendment. I would like to add

here that we are not in this matter thinking of our own

interests. As a matter of fact, if this reservation was

not made, Cuba, which has increased her export of sugar

to a much greater degree than before the war, will profit

from the situation in which these other countries now

find themselves, particularly those in the Far East.

PROF. de VRIES (Netherlands): We are very grateful to the

Cuban delegation for the opinion they have expressed here.

If I may I would like at this point (again apologizing for

being so difficult about terms) to draw attention to the

last few words of paragraph 5, "supplied most effectively."

I am not a student of English and it is difficult for me

to know the distinction between "efficiently" and

"affectively"; but surely here are two terms, one of which

is relating to the application of science and technics and

the other to cost accounting. The opinion of the Netherlands

delegate is that in considering this phrase we should not

only see to matters of cost accounting and cost price but

see whether from a scientific and technical point of view the
32
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system of production comes up to standard.

MR WILCOX (USA): The point raised by the Cuban delegate is

covered, I think, in the phrase "with due regard to the

transitional need for preventing serious economic and social

dislocation"; at least, that was the intention of the

insertion of those words. The phrase "supplied most

effectively" I would interpret as meaning "at the lowest

unit cost". We would attach considerable importance to

this principle as a long-run principle; that is, we do not

believe that commodity agreements should be used as a

means ofpermanently freezing production in high cost

locations. We recognise that re-location of ro auction

may involve serious problems of adjustment and that there

is need for meeting this problem by easing the burden of

transition over a time; but we do feel that there would be

a serious social cost and a serious social loss involved

in terms of standards of living and the well-being of the

people generally if we did not recognise as a long-run

objective the idea that things should be produced where

they can be produced most cheaply, so that more people can

get more goods to consume for less effort.

PROF. de VRIES (Netherlands): Mr Chairman, I think Mr Wilcox

stresses a very important point. When I apply this to my

country I could say, "Well, the Java sugar industry should

very well be ready to take over a lot of expensive beet

sugar in a lot of countries", but we do not like to do that,

having regard to the historical interests and the basic needs

for these products in many European countries. On the other

side, when we apply only the idea of low cost to agriculture

in the European countries, I suppose we would have to leave

England and Holland and other countries free for hunting,

as our forefathers had them two thousand years ago, and import
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all foodstuffs from overseas. I do not believe that

the social dislocation in Europe is so serious that

we have only to consider the matter of low cost, but

we need also to take into account social interests and

unemploymert questions on, this. Both sides of the problem

have to be taken into consideration.

THE CHAIRMAN: I wondered if the United States wanted to

reply to that challenge on behalf of Western Europe'.

MR McCARTHY (Australia): I think I must support the view
put forward by the United States. It seems to me that some

distinction has been made in the direction of providing

that increased consumption be met by the low cost producers

and that it is not desired to thrust back the present high cost

production. to make way for the low cost producers.

We might expect countries such as the delegate for the

Netherlands referred to to cut back their production a

little, but not very much. I am not committing myself at

this stage, but as I read this particular paragraph

I thought it referred to the countries which shouldprovide

any extra production if it is called for. I personally

believe that a fundamental element in these Commodity

agreements ought to be that countries which are low cost

producers should get the advantages of that; and I would

point out that those countries.might have to forgo in respect of

other commodities some of their production in order that they

might buy from the countries that they expect to buy the extra

production that they provide; and, speaking for my own

country, I would say that if there is any extra production.

of certain primary commodities and our costs are lower than

those of Europe, we think we ought to supply them, and we

would hope by doing that to buy more off Europe, which is

largely a producer of manufactured goods.
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MR GUERRA (Cuba): The Cuban delegation entirely agrees with

the statement of Mr Wilcox on this point and I would only

explain that we had interpreted the words '"with due regard

to the transitional need for preventing serious economic

and social dislocation" as referring to the dislocation

that will be caused by the re-allocation; but if this

sentence is interpreted in the sense that he explained

before we do not have any objection to that point of view.

MRHALL(U.K.):-Mr Chairman, the United Kingdom also wishes

to support the attitude expressed by Mr Wilcox, and we do

attach very great importance to the principle set out in

Airticle 46, paragraph 5, that there should be increasing

opportunities for satisfying world requirements from the

sources from which they can be supplied most effectively;

and we feel that it would frustrate the general objectives

of these proposals if a special exception were made in

the case of primary products which would enable the existing

pattern of production to be frozen irrespective of

efficiency and by that I think we also mean the costs of

the various countries. There is a considerable difficulty

inthe point which has been mentioned by several speakers

about the position of high cost producers who are producing

only for their own consumption and in our interpretation

of this passage we do give primary through to the question

of exports and imports. We do feel that, although it is a

good general principle, there will undoubtedly be special

circumstances in which countries may require from their own

point of view to maintain some part of their requirements

in production within their own territories, but, as far as the

participation in the export trade is concerned, we certainly
feel very strongly that there should be some provision of

the kind which is set out here.

MR WILCOX (USA): It seems to me, Mr. Chairman, that Mr Hall
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has made a very important point here. This particular

provision applies only to what would be done under a

commodity agreement andwould not in any way interfere

with domestic agricultural ,programmes outside of a

commodity agreement.What it says, in effect, is that
under a commodity agreement nations may undertake to

establish arrangements with respect to export trade in

the commodity concerned which temporarily and for a time

will give, let us say, larger quotas to high cost sources

of supply and smaller quotas to low cost sources of supply,

but that they should not keep on doing that indefinitely.
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MR. ?ORMSER (France) (Interpretation): The statements which

havebeen made by the delegate of the United Kingdom and

the delegate of the United States have received the full

attention of the French delegation, and the French delega-
tion would like to associate itseIf with those statements

and to say that its owninterpretation of the Article

under/discussion is precisely the same as the one which

has just been expressed by those two delegates.

MR. McCARTHY (Australia): Mr. Chairman, I have some doubts

about the interpretation which has just been mentioned

by the last three speakers. My understanding was really

this, that if a country was importing and had

perhaps a protected industry and was producing heavily

under that protection, and if that country did consume more

or did open up further avenues of consumption, that it

could not continue with protection, but under this

clause could be asked to open up its market further

to a low-cost country which was in a position to export

further quantities. I think the question does come up

later, but while we are supporting the view/? that importing

countries should have full representation, equal representa-

tion to exporting countries, we also believe that importing

countries should adopt a full share of the obligations

that the agreement involves, and if, for example, export

quotas were fixed under which exporters agreed to keep their

shipments within certain specified quantities, not only

as amongst themselves, but in total, it would be expected,

I think, that importing countries would agree to take

certain steps regarding the holding back or holding at

agreed levels of their production, even though it was

entirely for their own requirements. To our mind/it would

be quitewrong for countries Perhaps to engage in the

limitation of production over a certain period, whilst the
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total imports in the world were being narrowed by

high-cost importing countries, and if that particular
paragraph is to be considered as applying only to export-

ers I should like to reserve my position until I have

gone further down, and see what we have covered elsewhere.

MR. WILCOX (United States): It think the Australian delegate
has misinterpreted an earlier statement of mine. I should

have said that it is not intended that this paragraph

applies to domestic programmes in the absence of a

commodityagreement, but applies only in cases where you

have taken the affirmative stop and concluded a commodity

agreement.

MR. McCARTHY (Australia): That meets the point.

THE CHAIRMAN: Does that meet your point, too?

MR. BROADLEY (United Kingdom): Yes. I think some of your

points are being dealt with by other Committees of this

Conference, are therenot, Mr. McCarthy?
MR. McCARTHY (Australia): Only in relation to subsidies

and things of that character.

MR. BROADLEY (United Kingdom): But I mean your general

point about limitations on the degreeof protection

which domestic producers should give to their own products.

MR. McCARTHY (Australia): The point would arise, of course,

where there is an allocation of the market between

exporters, and my point is that where there is an alloca-

tion of a market amongstexporters, any additional alloca-

tions should be based upon a low-cost basis, but that that

should be applicable to importers as well as to exporters

where there is an agreement involving export quotas. You

see, I think we will really come to it later. I am

satisfied with the point that Mr. ?ilcox made. It covers

me for the time being, and I do not want to start on
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another subject prematurely.

MR. BROADLEY (United Kingdom): I am content to leave it at that.

MR. de VRIES (Netherlands): I amglad to hear that it is not

the idea to bring back Europe to the state of a thousand

years ago and force European people to develop their

agriculture in a much more extensive way than there do now,

and that there has been taken into account the need for

preventing serious economic and social dislocation. I think

it is a very important thing for these European people to

know this, but if that is so I take it that measures to

overcome such dislocation should cover a transitional

period. For instance, supposing the consumption of milk

and fruit and vegetables goes up more than 100% - I do not

know whether it is possible - then maybe there is no

necessity to plough so much ground for wheat or sugar in

some European countries, so that would be a transition

period, but the need for preventing serious economic and

social dislocation cannot be transitional, because it is

a fundamental thing in the whole employment problem and
in the social policy of all the nations that there is

need for preventing serious social and economic dis-

organization as a permanent thing, so if we take out

this word I think we shall be/safe and can work together

for the welfare of mankind.

THE CHAIRMAN: I wonder if the United States would like to assist

us by saying exactly what they meant by the use of the

word "transitional" in front of me here - or perhaps that

is too profound a question at this stage.

MR.WILCOX (United States): I do not think you can define it in

terms of a specific number of years. I should say it does

not mean a period as short as twelve months, but it certainly

does not mean a period as long as a century.
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MR. de VRIES (Netherlands): So the United States delegate

means that after some scores of years there is no longer

any necessity to prevent serious economic and social

dislocation?

MR.WILCOX (United States): I think a distinction might be

drawn between violent sudden change and gradual adjust-

ment to changing economic situations over time. I think

that violent sudden change is very undesirable; it hurts

large numbers of little people unnecessarily. I think that

gradual adjustment to fundamental economic changes over

time is not only desirable, but necessary in the interests

of all the producers and consumers involved.

MR. de VRIES (Netherlands): Mr. Chairman, I fully agree to

that, but that point is covered in the Charter in very

well-chosen words in Article 45, point 2(c), where it is

even forbidden to enter into an agreement without having

a formulation and adoption of such a programme to

economic adjustment. I agree about that, but that is not

exactly what is said in Article 46, paragraph 5. e must

have such a problem of adjustment and it is provided for

in the Charter in a direct way.

MR. WILCOX (United States): Those two sections, of course,

are supposed to be complementary and definitely related

each to the other.

THE CHAIRMAN: I do not know if the Chair is allowed to try and

effect a reconciliation of these points of view, but I

strongly suspect that if the sentence read "with due regard
to the need,during a period of change, for preventing

serious economic and social dislocation", it would not mean

anything different from the meaning attributed to it by the

United States, and it might satisfy the Netherlands.

MR. WILCOX (United States): Correct.
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THE CHAIRMAN: Any other points on that item? I think we have

time to go on to point, (f), which is Non-discrimination,

We might look at Article 46-6 in that connection.

MR. DEUTSCH (Canada): Mr. Chairman, I am a little puzzled

by the meaning of this paragraph. Where there is an agree-

ment involving prices of exports and imports among a

number of countries, in order to make such agreement

effective must we not necessarily or almost in every

case necessarily be discriminating against non-members

of the agreement? If there is an agreement on price, if

that price agreement is to be effective amongst the

members of the commodity agreement somebody must undertake

not to buy at another price, and that necessarily involves

discrimination against people who are not members of the

commodity agreement.
MR. BROADLEY (United Kingdom): That would depend, would it not,

Mr. Chairman, on the nature of the provisions of the agree-

ment? For instance, if there was an agreement that fixed,

shall we say, maximum and minimum prices, those would then

be applicable to all parties, but it would admit of trade

between the maximum and minimum which would be on an

ordinary commercial basis presumably, and would involve,

no doubt, variations as between particular deals with

particular buyers, which would not infringe in any way

the provisions of the agreement. I think the point raised

by the Canadian delegate will come up when we consider the

particular provisions of agreements.

MR. DEUTSCH (Canada): Yes, but for the purpose of enforcing the

minimum price, when that condition is reached, in order to

make the thing mean anything there would necessarily have

to be an undertaking that the members in the commodity

agreement would not buy at a lower price from anyone else.
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MR. BROADLEY (United Kingdom): I think one would accept that.

MR. DEUTSCH (Canada): In otherwords, in order to make the

undertaking effective it will require discrimination of

that kind.

MR. McCARTHY (Australia): I was going to raise that point in

a slightly different way - that this particular clause

might prevent certain clauses being put into an individual

agreement which it was desired to put in, and which would

be quite legitimate and perhaps necessary to an effective

agreement. For example, it might be decided to have a

special price for a certain area, and there might be an

element of discrimination in that to which everybody

party to the agreement was agreeable, but which a clause

like this might prevent being written into the agreement.

MR. DEUTSCH (Canada): There is already provision for the whole

agreement to be approved by the Commodity Commission, so

why refer these particular points again? Wherever there is

such discrimination involved, why refer it again to the

Organization specifically? That is what puzzles me.

MR. de VRIES (Netherlands): No discrimination has always been

an economic policy and trade policy of the Netherlands.

I would only like to put this question now: Does this mean

that for any commodity that comes under a commodity agree-

ment no preferences and no quotas or allocations are

possible without the consent of the Organization? That

has a bearing on the trade policy as a whole. Is that the

meaning of the Charter?

MR. SCHWENGER (United States): Mr. Chairman, I believe this

question of discrimination does not prevent the members of

an agreement from enforcing the decisions that they take

in regard to commodity price, as suggested by the Canadian

delegate, if I understood him correctly. For example, if
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the members of an agreement were to decide on a

minimum price and there was an agreement that no importing

country would purchase from a non-participant member

country at a different price than that agreed upon, that

would not be discrimination against that country in any

sense. It would be merely enforcing upon them the same

regime that was extended to the members of the agreement.

MR. DEUTSCH (Canada): If the clause does not mean that I am

wondering what it does mean. It says "Under such agreements

the treatment with respect to the imports or exports of the

commodity accorded by any participating country to any

Member - any member being any member of the I.T.O.,

whether they are a member of the commodity agreement or

not.These are principles which are to govern commodity

arrangements. If a specific agreement in a commodity

arrangement over-rides this principle, then what does the

principle mean?

MR. SCHWENGER (United States): If I may continue, the essential

purpose of this paragraph is to emphasise that in the

conduct of these agreements there shall continue to be,

vis a vis the members of the I.T.0., a strict observance

of most-favoured-nation treatment. That may be a simplifica-

tion of it, but that is the basic point. That is, in the

distribution programme that may be agreed upon, should the

agreement be so conducted that distribution programmes are

agreed upon, members of the organization who do not happen

to be participating in the agreement shall be giver a ?air

share, be it on the import or the export side.

MR. WILCOX (United States): We should be glad to have assistance

in making such a re-statement.

MR. GUERRA (Cuba): I should like that to be clarified, because

if the interpretation is in general an extension of entirely
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equal treatment, the Cuban delegation will have reserves

to make on that.

THE CHAIRMAN: I would like to suggest that the Canadian

and United States delegations get together on this

before the next meeting and see whether they can come

back with an adequate explanation for all of us, after

which we might return to the point.

MR. McCARTHY (Australia): Do I understand that Canada

agrees with the principle that m.f.n. or the principles

of m.f.n. shall be extended to all members of I.T.O.,

even though they are not participating members of the

agreement?

MR. DEUTSCH( Canada): No.

MR. McCARTHY (Australia): well, that is what I think was

said, was it not, and you seemed to me to agree with it,

only you said the drafting was not adequate. If Canada

does think that I want to put a view, but if Canada takes

the view that I thought she took at the beginning. I am

quite prepared that she should just go and see the United

States alone.

THE CHAIRMAN: Obviously this is the opportunity to make

confusion worse confounded. Perhaps we might have the

Australian point of view on this now, and in the end

it will save time.

MR.McCARTHY (Australia): All I wish to say, Mr. Chairman,

is that I can conceive real difficulties where we have

a commodity agreement, where members of the I.T.O. are

not members of the commodity agreement and where we are

obliged/to treat those members of the I.T.O. who are not

members of the commodity agreement on a m.f.n. basis.

I think there are certain cases where duties come into
it where it would be permissible, but where there are

- such things as quotas and prices I do not think you could
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between those who are party to the agreement and those

w7ho are not.

MR. DEUTSCH (Canada): My point is exactly the same as Mr.

McCarthy's. I did agree to the American interpretation,

that this might mean that in the treatment of non-

members some principle of equity shall be observed.

That much I agree with, but I do not agree with the

meaning of this clause as it appears to me now,

and my difficulty is exactly the same as Mr. McCarthy' s.

MR. WILCOX (United States): I think there is a solution

of the difficulty in the phrase "unless otherwise agreed

by the Organization".

MR. DEUTSCH (Canada): My point is, why should these particular

matters have to be referred to the Organization in every

case, when the whole content of the agreement has to

be approved in any case?

THE CHAIRMAN: I suggest we have a triangular party on this,

and that Australia, Canada and the United States try to

reconcile this point for us, or at least make it clear

to the rest of the Committee and the Chairman what

exactly is the point at issue.

MR. de VRIES (Netherlands): Mr. Chairman, may I repeat my

questions - whether this also relates to bi-lateral

treaties between nations on quota or special preferences?

Are these allowed or not allowed? Are they forbidden by

this Article, or not?

MR. WILCOX (United States): As I understand it, this whole

Article refers only to multilateral commodity agreements.

THE CHAIRMAN: I am not quite sure whether that was really the

question that the Netherlands delegate wished to put. I
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understood it to be, if there were a preferential arrangement

otherwise allowed under this Charter between two members of

a commodity agreement in respect of that commodity, would

that preferential arrangement have to be eliminated, or

could it continue?

MR. de VRIES (Netherlands): Unless, of course, agreed by the

Organization or by the council or Commission. I can see

that there are historical positions which cannot be

abolished at once, but if you have an agreement, and under

the agreement give the right to members to make special

bi-lateral treaties, will that not be a reason to upset

the agreement?
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THE CHAIRMAN: Tha is a separate question from the one I put.

MR WILCOX (USA): I am afraid that I do not fully apprehend the point.

Perhaps, Mr Chairman, the Netherlandswould join this suggested sub-

committee.

MR McCARTHY (Australia): I thought the point was that you might have a

bilateral agreementwith some country where, for example, you got some

concession on duties; and then, in entering into this agreement, you

might find yourself in the position of not being able to continue to

grant those duties. I really think the answer is that all these

special points will come out when the individual agreements are being

discussed, and if a country has got any particular position relative

to another country it will have to try to get that concession carried

forward in the agreement.I think that if you try to cover them all

by a general principle you will find difficulties, because it would

mean, in some cases, that you might have eight peoplegoing into the

agreement, seven of then might have duty-free on a particular commod-

ity, that is entry duty-free; the eighth might have duties; but he

might not be able to discard those duties straight away. That will

have to be part of the original bargain with them.

MRGUERRA (Cuba): I am tryingto put tlhe question more clearly. The

thing is whether the provision of this paragraph refers only to

arrangements exclusively made as regards the agreement and within

the scope of the agreement or whether this provision applies to the

general commercial relation of any country member to an agreement as

with any other country. I think that the discussion has shown by itself

the need for some clarification on this point.

THECHAIRMAN: I am sure the Committee agree with that.

MR GUERRA (Cuba): The provision refersonly to the arrangements made within

the scope of the agreement - at least that is the interpretation placed on

it; it is only referring to things within the agreement. Then, if that is

so, it will have to be clarified, and I insist again that if the inter-

pretation is that it refers to all general commercial relations with any

member country party to an agreement as to anyother countries, then
?.7
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MRWILCOX (USA): It was intended to apply to the first case mentioned and

not to the second.

THE CHAIRMAN: I wonder whether, with that explanation, Canada is satis-

fied. Is that so? No, I am afraid it is not.

MR DEUTSCH (Canada): No, Sir.

THE CHAIRMAN: This is a point that I still do not understand, and I

would ask the United States, the Netherlands, Canada and Australia to

attempt to elucidate it for us, after separate discussion, at the next

meeting of this Committee. Now, I do not know how the Committee feels

about continuing to-day. It is now 5.35 and there is at least one

entertainment that I know of beginning at six o'clock.

MR WILCOX (USA):MR Chairman,I may be unduly optimistic, but Iwould

assume that the next two points could be disposed of ratherquickly.

THECHAIRMAN:Would the Committee like to try that? It isa challenge to
our abilityto conduct our business quuickly.Let us go on,then.

Point (g) "Adequate supplies to meet world needs. " The united States

would like us to agree with the point as stated broadly in the terms of

their Charter.

MR McCARTHY (Australia): I would agree with that. (Agreed)

THECHAIRMAN: Point (h) is probably also fairly simple. It is in para-

graph 10 of Alticle 46. I think we can say that the faith of the United

States delegate has been thoroughly justified. That is also accepted.

(Agreed)
MR DE VRIES(Netherlands): Mr Chairman, I suppose I ought not to speck,

but, agreeing with this Article, there is only one thing that is not said

in it and that is this: At what moment there shall be full publicity.

Especially about the commodity agreements, I suppose that full publicity

ata time that is not well chosen might be a dangerous thing. We have

had experience about that on the markets; there was a lot of speculation

about the chances of an agreement being arrived at; and even as our

conference here is mostly private, I propose also that the proceedings and
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negotiations leading up to the agreement should not be publicized at

an early date in the Press.

MRWILCOX (USA): I would agree to that.

THE CHAIRMAN: Perhaps the Drafting Committee could have a look at the

actual wording and see whether that point is adequately covered.

I do really hesitate to go on to the next sub-paragraph, not

that I think there will be any difficulty about the first part of it,

but disputing about how to settle disputes is always an item which

calls - I say "always": or has frequently been known to call forth

a good many speeches. Should we perhaps, therefore, leave that over

as the first item for our next meeting? I am afraid that the right

of committees, which is undoubted, to decide when they shall meet again

is being sorely tried by the tyranny of our Executive Secretary, who

obviously has a most difficult task. I think he said to me that he

would allow me to suggest that we might tentatively agree upon Monday

next at eleven o'clock, continuing in the afternoon.I suggest that

that would be the right decision for us to take, leaving it to delegates

to watch the Journal for any changes that may be unavoidable in order

to fit in with the work of other Committees. We will therefore adjourn

now until provisionally Monday at 11 o'clock.

MR BROADLEY (UK): What about the Drafting Committee, Mr Chairman? Is

there anythingabout that; is it the same committee that were appointed

last time, or is it in any sense different?

THECHAIRMAN:Irather had it in mind that it would be profitable possibly

to continuea bit with the discussion and to select a drafting committee

not necessarily on the samebasis as those who draw up the Agenda, but

rather picking out those delegations who had been most active in the
do

discussion. I hope that the prospect of being made to/some work might

act as a deterrent to verbosity, but I am sure it would be best to leave

that till the next timeof meeting.
(The Meeting rose at 5.40 p.m.)
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